Safety
Employing proactive measures
to evaluate, educate, and protect
our customers and workforce for
mutual success

Quality
Dependably following measured
quality standards to provide
unsurpassed results every day and
consistently deliver on our promises

Delivery
Fulfilling all our commitments to
our partners, optimizing the vehicle
upfit and delivery process, and
repeatedly exceeding expectations
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WE A R E HE R E TO HE L P
4 LOCATI ONS TO SERVE YOU
Detroit MI | Kansas City, MO
Avon Lake, OH | St. Louis MO

Authorized Ship Thru Facility

Your one-stop provider
of post production
vehicle enhancements
(upfitter) for North
American Fleets
WWW.NATIONALFLEETSERVICES.COM

Exceptional Vehicle
Customization Services
National Fleet Services is the
expert in Stripped Chassis
modifications.

From frame piercing and chassis
extensions to installing body and
equipment, we can prepare your
chassis to expedite your body
installation.

We help speed up vehicle production and make
modifications that help drivers be comfortable to
work more efficiently. We modify Ford, GM, RAM
and other vehicle makes.

We provide ship-through
upfitting services for multiple
OEMs and can install virtually
any upfit components you
desire on cargo vans, chassis
cabs and pickup trucks.

From enhanced mirrors, backup
alarms, cameras, strobe lights or
suspension enhancements, we can
handle any of your upfit needs.

Need graphics? We offer
vehicle branding, vehicle
wraps, badging, DOT number
installation and reflective/
warning decal options.
We offer an industry-leading, robust Quality
Inspection Process (QIP) that complements our
upfitting services. We also provide prep and
conditioning services so you can be confident
your commercial vehicle is ready to work when it
arrives at your location.

Whether it’s moving to a dash
mounted shifter or adding a
backup alarm, we can do virtually
any type of chassis modification.

Featuring partitions, racks and bins,
ladder racks or much more complex
conversions, National Fleet Services
simplifies the upfitting process.

We are your one-stop
provider of post production
vehicle enhancements for
North American fleets.

